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Feedbacks on curriculum collected from the professionals in Homoeopathy are collected

through online using Google Form. A total of l5 professionals from different parts ofthe country

have rrsponded and their feedback are analysed.

L Eighty per oent of the professionals opined that topics prescribed for BHMS and

M.D. (Hom.) are relevant and coincides with latest trends are adequate enough. However,

13.3 per cent ofthem opined the need for further improvement and 5.7 per cent opined that

it is inadequate.

2. Sixty per cent ofthe professionals rated as very good that the theory and practical are well

balanced in the curriculum, 33.3 per c€nt rated as good and the remaining 6.7 per cent of

the professionals opined the need_ for further improvement.

3. Existing curriculum is cap4bp'to iriifans knowledge, depth understanding, analytical

abilities, stimulates the intqrpst and attitude .towards homoeopathic profession is rated as

very good by 46.7 p* cer-r!. qs g@ by140 per'c.ent and the remaining opined the need for

further improvement.

4. Most of the professionals (!R,3 7d gpined that the content coverage in the curriculum is

adequate enough and 6.7 per ceni ofthem opined it is inadequate.

5. Majority of the professionals (86.7%) opined that adequate and sufficient academic

flexibility is there in the curriculum whereas 13.3 per cent of them opined that it is

inadequate.

6. Eighty per cent of the professionals opined that the existing cuniculum provides adequate

confidence and self reliance among the leamers to practice homoeopathy whereas it is

inadequate to the remaining.

7. Majority of the professionals (73.3o/o) opined that the existing course content is adequate

enough to promote employability skills and Entrepreneurship skills among the leamers, 20

per cent ofthem opined further improvements and the remaining as inadequate.
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8. Majority of the professionals (93.3%) opined that the existing curriculum is adequate

enough to inculcate ethical values and professionalism whereas 6.7 per cent opined it is

inadequate.

9. Majority of the professionals (733%) opined that existing curriculum have adequate and

sufficient scope in practicing homoeopathy for the health care needs of the society, 13.3

per cent opined it is inadequate and the remaining opined the need for further

improvement.

10. Suggestions provided by the professionals are: more skill training is required, more

practical exposure, more patient student interactions, minimum scope for govemment

employment and more avenues to be created for placement.
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